Mr. C. Laitlmanwia  
H/No.B-10/3  
Near Health Sub-Centre  
Aizawl Venglai  

State Public Information Officer  
Labour, Employment & Industrial  
Training Department  
Aizawl, Mizoram  
&  
Departmental Appellate Authority  
Labour, Employment & Industrial  
Training Department  
Aizawl, Mizoram.

ORDER  
(08.08.2017)

The Mizoram Information Commission (MIC) received Second Appeal dated 29.05.2017 from Mr. C. Laitlmanwia, Aizawl Venglai, Aizawl, Mizoram against the State Public Information Officer (SPIO) and Departmental Appellate Authority (DAA), Labour, Employment & Industrial Training Department, Aizawl, Mizoram.

2. The Appellant had sought information under RTI Act, 2005 from the SPIO, Labour, Employment & Industrial Training Department on 28.03.2017 on 8 (eight) points regarding Nalanda Institute of Advanced Studies (NIAS), and trainees sent by Mizoram Youth Commission (MYC) for Skill Development Training etc.

3. Being aggrieved and not satisfied with the reply of the SPIO, Labour, Employment & Industrial Training Department, the Appellant submitted First Appeal to the Departmental Appellate Authority (DAA), Labour, Employment & Industrial Training Department, Mizoram. As he did not receive any reply from the Departmental Appellate Authority (DAA) within the time frame under the RTI Act, 2005, he preferred his Second Appeal to Mizoram Information Commission with a request to help him in getting his requested information.
4. After having gone through the substance of the appeal, the Commission observes and directs as under:

**Question No.1:** Zawhna a “Zirna in lem a nih leh nhiloh” hi SPIO, LE & IT in a chhanna “registered a ni”, a tih hian a chhang kim a. Zawh belhna (a) & (b) te hi chu RTI Act in a huam loh, speculative zawhna an ni.

**Question No.2:** He zawhna hi SPIO hian awlsam takin a chhang thei tur a ni. Mizoram Youth Commission (MYC) chuam Press Coverage an dil chuam, programme buatsaihu leh senso ilo leh an mi sawnte leh an sawm chhan chu awlsam taka chhann theih turah Commission chuan a ngai.

**SPIO hian he zawhna hi fiah taka chhanna a pe tur a ni.**

**Question NO.3:** SPIO hian a chhannaah, “Approve a ni tawh e”, a tih pah hian a tahrih ziaak tel selang a tawk mai tur a ni a. Question 3(b) zawhna a “a chhan” hi chu RTI Act hnuaih chhan theih a ni lo. Hemi chhhang tur chuam SPIO-in File atanga narration a siam chawp a ngai dawn a. Thuneit tu’n an approve na chhan chu dilna leh ruahmanna an hmaa pharch chu an pawm thiha a ni mai. Tin, question 3(c) a zawhna hi chu “meeting-in a rel angin” tih hian a chharg a ni.

**Approve-na tahrih SPIIO hian a dittu hi ziaakin hrilh rawh se.**

**Question No.4:** Chhannaah “... Compensation pek theih dan tur kawng hi awmin a lang lo”, tih hian a chharg tawkah Commission chuan a ngai. Question 4(a) & (b) a zawh belhnate hi chu Question No.4 chhanna atang hian chhah chhunzawm ngai lo an ni.

**Question No.5 & No.6:** Lungawih lohna awm lo.

**Question No.7:** “Mizoram Youth Commission (MYC) hian zirlai eng zat nge a tirh chhuah tawh?” ti a zawhna, Appellant-in “Hei hi min chhang lo bawk” a tih chu SPIO chuan, “MYC hian Mizoram pawnah ama bim bok chuan lehkhazir tur a zirlai tirh chhuah a nei lo. A bok takin 3 years degree course ang chiah pheh chhuan”, tiin a chhang a. Tin, question 7(a) a MYC in, “......Thalaite tan hmalakna leh vawiin thenga a la dimna chhan?” tih hi SPIO hian a chhan belh theih tur chi niin Commission chuan a ngai. MYC Charter of Duties ah pawh awm tur a ngaith a ni a. Section 4(1)(b)(i) hnuaih pawh voluntary disclosure zinga tel turah Commission chuan a ngai.

**Question No.7(a) a MYC hmalakna leh dinchhain chhanna hi SPIO hian information dittu hi pe rawh se.**

**Question No.8:** MYC hnuaih Skill Development Training-te hi “Zirlai” ti a sawi theih an ni em? ti a zawhna hian chhanna fumfe a nei lo a, Semantics mai mai a ni, Chuanggin, RTI dan hnuaih chhuan zawhna ang a ngaith theih a ni lo.

Information at questions No.2, No.3 & No.7 shall be supplied by the SPIO, LE & IT within 15 days from the date of receipt of this Decision with a copy to this Commission.

*The Appeal is disposed of accordingly.*

(LALDUHTILANA RALTE)

Chief Information Commissioner

Mizoram Information Commission